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Abstract. The development of the Discontinuous lsoperibolic Thermal Analysis (AITA) aims at setting up a new
phase diagram investigation technique efficient in the case of organic component systems. A heterogeneous system
(with at least one liquid phase) is kept in isoperibolic conditions and submitted to discontinuous composition shifts
by successive additions of a thermostated solvent (or solution). It results in perturbations of the equilibrium state and
then physical phenomena which bring the system back to the equilibrium. The phenomena resulting fkom the
addition of liquid (dissolution, dilution.. .) imply enthalpy changes which cause temperature variations of the
system. An adapted exploitation of the temperature versus time signals leads to the determination of the topology of
the correspondingphase diagram.

1. INTRODUCTION
Discontinuous Isoperibolic Thermal Analysis (AITA) is a new phase diagram investigation technique
which has been developed fiom the Isoplethal Thermal Analysis @TA) [l-41. ITA is efficient in the
investigations of the inorganic component systems but cannot be applied to organic components ; AITA
has been especially designed to enlarge the field of investigations to these organic component systems.
Although the heterogeneous equilibria [5-81between organic components are usually rather simple when
compared to those between inorganic components, the large number of phase diagrams to be investigated
over compensates this relative simplicity. Thus the fine chemical industry is in great need to have a
powerful and automated tool which can help in describing heterogeneous equilibria between organic
components.
NB :a system in isoperibolic conditions is neither isothermal nor adiabatic but its direct environment is
considered as being perfectly isothermal.
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2. PRINCIPLE
For any heterogeneous system : the appearance or the disappearance of at least one phase leads to a
discontinuity of the physical properties of the system versus composition.
The reciprocal statement means that : the detection of a discontinuity in a physical property of the
system versus composition reveals the appearance or the disappearance of at least one phase.
A phase appears or disappears (by changing the composition) if,
and only if, a boundary has been
crossed on the corresponding phase diagram. So by detecting discontinuities in the physical properties
versus composition, it is possible to determine phase diagrams.
In the case of AITA the physical property monitored is temperature. Actually temperature variations
of the system maintained in isoperibolic conditions due to discontinuous composition shifts. Each shift,
performed by (quasi)instantaneous addition of solvent (or solution), brings suddenly the system out of
equilibrium. The system evolves immediately towards a new equilibrium by means of physical
transformations like dissolution, dilution, crystallization, etc ...The enthalpy changes related to these
transformations imply temperature variations. An adapted exploitation of the temperature versus time data
leads to the detection of the corresponding discontinuities.
3. EXPERIMENTAL
3.1 Compulsory experimental conditions

Any AITA experiment must be carried out in special conditions.
The heterogeneous system investigated must contain at least one liquid phase in sufficient quantity so
that an efficient stirring can be applied (this in order to obtain a proper use of the temperature probe). The
system must be kept in isoperibolic conditions. The solvent (or solution) added must be perfectly
thermostated and its addition has to be performed as fast as possible. The very low magnitude temperature
variations must be detected by a highly sensitive thermometer and recorded. In order to save time, the
whole device must be automated.
3.2 Experimental setup description (cf. figure 1)
(A) : Iso~eribolicconditions
The heterogeneous system is placed in a test tube, itself submerged in water in a double-wall linked to a
thermostat. A large Dewar flask covers the double-wall to prevent thermal perturbation fkom the outside.

(B) : Thermostated solvent (or solution) added
The amount of solvent (or solution) added for each addition must be perfectly thermostated. It is brought
to the system through several turns of a tube submerged in water in the double-wall (resident time at least
two hours). The additions are performed by a syringe pusher which allows such fast and accurate
additions.
(C) : Homogenization of the system
The system is simply magnetically stirred.

(D) : Tem~eraturevariations detection
A temperature probe linked to a high sensitive thermometer (resolution : 10" K) provides the temperature
versus time variations monitoring. Indeed the phenomena that occur with organic components systems
imply very low temperature variations (typically some 1 0 - ~K).
(E) : Monitoring and automation
A computer performs the monitoring of the experiment (gathering of the temperature versus time data)
and its automation (addition of solvent (or solution) by controlling the syringe pusher) thanks to an
original program developed in our lab.
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Figure 1. Experimental device schematic representation.
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3.3 Experimental data after a single addition of solvent
Each solvent (or solution) addition implies the recording of one elementary signal : the relative
temperature of the system (AT) versus time (t), in practice the temperature is recorded every second. A
sudden temperature variation is followed by a slow spontaneous relaxation process. Practically a whole
signal lasts about 20 minutes (cf. figure 2) and a total experiment is made of about 20 elementary signals.
0

time (S)
Figure 2. Typical elementary signal (case of a simple dissolution).

NB :the relative temperature AT is deJined as the difference between the temperature of the investigated
system and its direct environment.
4. EXPLOITATION
4.1 Theoretical interpretation
During an elementary signal, two energy changes can be contemplated :the enthalpy exchanged (AH) due
to the physical phenomena and the heat exchanged (Q) due to the temperature difference between the
system and its direct environment. The evolution of these energy changes versus time (AH(t) and Q(t))
can be related to the relative temperature of the system versus time (AT(t)).
The limit conditions of the energy changes are easily expressed :
AH(O)=O and AH(+co) is the total enthalpy exchanged during the elementary signal
Q(O)=O and Q(+oo)=-AH(+m)
(1)
The relative temperature of the system can be related to the heat flow exchanged by the Newton's law :
dQ(t)/dt=-k.AT(t) where k is a time independent constant
(2)
The total integration of an elementary signal can be written :
~=,l"a~(t).dt
AT(t).dt-dQ(t)/k
~ ~ = - l / k ~ ~ j + ~ d ~i k( tx)[Q(+w)-Q(o)]
=according to (1) :
I=AH(+oo)k
This result does not depend on the nature, the number and the kinetics of the phenomena that occur.

(3)

according to (2) :

(4)

4.2 Exploitation
According to (4), the integration value of an elementary signal is directly proportional to the enthalpy
exchanged. So by plotting the cumulated integration values versus the composition of the system, slope
disruptions can be detected by extrapolation and interpreted as discontinuities of the enthalpy changes
versus composition.
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5. PRACTICAL EXAMPLES
Two examples are given below to illustrate the practical possibilities of AITA.
5.1 Ternary system :enantiomer couple in a solvent

The system studied is made of a couple of enantiomers ((+) and (-) 5-(4'-methylpheny1)-5methylhydantoin, hereafter 17H) and an organic solvent : 2MeEtOH. The enantiomers crystallize a s a
conglomerate (cf. figure 3). All the analyses are performed at 298.15K.
2MeOEtOH
(+)l 7H solid

+

undersaturated
liquid

1 liquid phase saturated in
(+)l 7H

(-)17H solid

+

(+)l 7H solid + (-) 17H solid

1 liquid phase saturated
in (-) 17H

+

1 liquid phase saturated
in (+)17H and in (-)l 7H

(+) 17H

(-) 17H

Figure 3. Isothermal section of the phase diagram of the system (*)l 7W2MeOEtOH (out of scale).

A fist isoplethal section is performed by adding solvent to the pure enantiomer. One discontinuity is
detected (cf. figure 4).
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Figure 4. Exploitation plot, pure enantiomer/solvent isoplethal section.
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Figure 5. Exploitation plot, racemic mixture/solvent isoplethal section.

A third isoplethal section is performed by adding solvent to a 20% e.e. mixture (cf. figure 6). Two
discontinuities are detected.

Figure 6. Exploitation plot, 20% e.e. mixture/solvent isoplethal section.
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These experimental results confum the existence of the conglomerate, moreover the quantitative
determination of the composition points on the phase diagram admits an error about 1% and fits well with
the topological rules of phase diagrams.

5.2 Binary system :miscibility gap of the waterlphenol system
temperature
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Additions of water are performed in the two uqula pnase system.
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AITA appears sensitive enough to detect liquidtliquid demixion. Moreover in the case of water
phenol, an un expected change of sign of the heat exchange has been detected at 12.5OC in the
liquidlliquid biphasic region
6. CONCLUSION
The Discontinuous Isoperibolic Thermal Analysis (AITA) has proved to be an efficient tool in detecting
and describii organic component heterogeneous equilibria by using a thermometer sensitive down to
1 0 " ~ .From the first experiments carried out, it appears that the raw signals are readily visible and the
exploitation gives both accurate and consistent results. In the particular case of the waterlphenol system
the common thermal analysis (detection of inflexions in the cooling curves) is inefficient, the composition
analysis of the liquid phases is an uneasy and long process which implies perturbations of the system due
to sampling. AITA allows to perform the whole experiment in situ with almost no perturbation. This
technique is designed to be used with other complementary techniques like XRPD or HPLC for the
qualitative determination of the phases.
From these promising results :
1. new campaigns of tests will be performed, including more complicated systems (quaternary,
quinary-..) [91
2. advanced mathematical treatments will be carried out
3. enhancement of the sensibility of the technique will be tested by using a +l- ~ O temperature
~ K
probe [l 01.
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